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chorus while the leader told the story. It is interesting to see
that the refrains in the Danish ballads are usually irrelevant
to the story; they are almost certainly fragments of the earlier
non-narrative caroles:
'Gay goes the dance by the greenwood tree.'
'But now drives the storm o'er the white sands to northward.1
'The summer and the meadow suit so well together/
In other words, these ballads were set to the tunes of the
non-narrative dance song, and the refrains were taken over
with the tunes. Danish ballads have another characteristic
which shows how the change was made from lyrical carole
to narrative dance-song: they often have a short lyrical intro-
duction which, again, has no direct connection with the story.
Axel Olrik18 explains this as follows: 'The leader who set
the dance going would begin with the customary expression
of emotion, but would continue with a narrative ballad in an
accordant mood; and, as the tune recurred with every verse,
so also one or two of the lines were repeated which indicated
the appropriate feeling." The refrain is * Invariably found
with the ballad" though the introduction "has sometimes fallen
away, or expresses something quite alien to the ballad itself*'.
Steenstrup19 points out that, contrary to the usual imper-
sonality of European ballads, there is sometimes an "I"
in this initial "lyrical outburst"; when the narrative begins,
the ballad reverts to the normal third person. The ballad used
to be sung in this way: "The singer steps forth, holding some
silver vessel in his hand; he strikes up the tune and bids the
others to participate. . . . The mood and the tune which he has
set afloat ... is maintained throughout by means of the con-
stantly repeated refrain." Here are the first two stanzas of a
Danish ballad20 with lyrical introduction and end-refrain, the
narrative beginning only in the second stanza:
i.     Three maidens sat in a bower.
Two broidered with gold,
The third she wept her own true love
All under darksome mould.
Refrain:   (For she loved the knight so truly.)

